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 ABSTRACT Ferritic stainless steel with 18 wt% of chromium is studied in order to clarify its sensitivity to hydrogen effects. Hydrogen uptake and diffusion were analyzed using thermal desorption method. Hydrogen diffusion transport and trapping in the concentrated Fe-Cr alloy is discussed. Hydrogen effects on the mechanical properties of the steel are studied with CERT performed under continuous H-charging. Hydrogen has a remarkable effect on the elongation to fracture of the Fe-Cr ferrite: uniform elongation of the steel reduces up to 75% in presence of hydrogen. A special attention is paid to the role of grain size on the steel sensitivity to hydrogen embrittlement.  
INTRODUCTION Ferritic stainless steels are attractive materials for applications in gas and oil, automotive and marine industries due to their enhanced corrosion resistance and relatively low price compared to austenitic stainless steel grades. However, the microstructural features of the ferrite which has body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal lattice cause a significant loss in ductility as compared to that in austenitic steels having face-centered cubic (fcc) arrangement of atoms in the crystal lattice. Furthermore, the difference in packing density and crystal lattice structure makes the ferritic stainless steels more prone to formation of second phase precipitates during heat treatment resulting in increase of the ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT) [1]. Such heat treatment can be performed during, for instance, welding processes resulting in formation of a gradient of the microstructure through the heat-affected zone of ferritic stainless steel weldment [2]. Hydrogen trapped from both manufacturing and service environments can reduce significantly the mechanical properties of the ferritic steel. At the same time, the effects of the microstructure of ferritic stainless steel on its susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement is the key question of the research. Different mechanisms of the hydrogen embrittlement in the structural materials were proposed. High concentration of hydrogen may contribute in Hydrogen-enhanced decohesion (HEDE) event that usually is associated with simple sequential tensile separation of atoms when a critical crack-tip-opening displacement is reached [3, 4]. Beachem proposed hydrogen-enhanced localized 
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plasticity (HELP) mechanism which is based on the assumption that hydrogen is localized near crack tip due to hydrostatic stress or entry of hydrogen at crack tip facilitates dislocation activity and localization of deformation near the crack tip [5]. Hydrogen embrittlement may also be primarily the result of a high concentration of vacancies ahead of the crack tip caused by hydrogen-enhanced stress-induced vacancy (HESIV) formation [6]. The proposed theories of hydrogen embrittlement are used to describe the mechanism of quasi-cleavage fracture formation widely observed in mechanical testing of hydrogen charged ferritic stainless steels [7, 8].  This paper aims to reveal the effect of heat-treatment on the microstructure change of the ferritic stainless steel and its mechanical properties in H-free and H-charged conditions.  
EXPERIMENTAL The ferritic stainless steel (ASTM UNS S43940) was provided by Outokumpu Stainless Oyj in the shape of hot-rolled plate with a normal thickness of 3 mm. The chemical composition of the steel is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel, wt%. 
C SI Mn Cr Mo Nb Ni Ti Cu Al V W 

0,014 0,61 0,42 17,7 0,024 0,393 0,18 0,138 0,118 0,025 0,055 0,037 
 Tensile specimens with gauge length of 32×5×1 mm were cut in transverse direction to the rolling plane. In order to increase the average grain size (GS) of the steel the prepared specimens were annealed at 1050oC and 1200oC for one hour and quenched in water. All the specimens were mechanically polished finishing with 6 µm diamond paste.  Marble`s reagent was used for etching of the annealed steel specimens after mechanical polishing finishing with 1 µm diamond paste. GS measurements were performed from optical microscopy photographs using the intercept length method [2, 9].   Electrochemical hydrogen charging was performed from 0.1N H2SO4 solution with 20 mg/l of thiourea (CS(NH2)2) at controlled potential of -1.2 VHg/Hg2SO4. Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) measurements were performed with a heating rate of about 6 K/min from room temperature to 850oC. Basic pressure of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber of TDS apparatus is about 10-8 mbar. The size of the TDS specimens is about 7.5×3.8×1 mm. Dwelling time between the end of electrochemical hydrogen charging and starting of the TDS measurement is about 30 minutes. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature in H-free condition and during continuous hydrogen charging using a 35 kN MTS desk-top testing machine at strain rate of 10-4 s-1. Tensile specimens tested during continuous hydrogen charging were pre-charged with hydrogen before tensile testing for four hours that was experimentally found to be enough for a homogeneous hydrogen distribution. 
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RESULTS Annealing of the tensile specimens of the studied ferritic stainless steel results in an increase of the average GS from 17 µm for as-supplied steel to 65 µm and 349 µm for specimens heat-treated at 1050oC and 1200oC, respectively. A relative grain size dispersion value was calculated from the measured distribution as follows [10]: 
∆𝒅𝒅
𝒅𝒅

= 𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎−𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝒅𝒅

  (1) 

where, d - average GS, dmax and dmin - maximum and minimum grain sizes, respectively. The relative dispersion parameter calculated for as-supplied condition of the studied steel was 2.8. After heat treatment of the studied steel at temperature of 1050oC a minor increase of relative dispersion value of the GS distribution was observed to the value of 2.9. However, the dispersion increases significantly up to 4.6 with the increase of the annealing temperature to 1200oC. Constant extension rate tests (CERT) of the studied ferritic stainless steel were performed first in H-free condition for as-supplied and annealed steel specimens. The obtained CERT stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 1. The annealing procedures of the as-supplied steel specimens resulting in increase of the average GS affect significantly the mechanical properties of the steel. The elongation to fracture of about 29.3% obtained for the as-supplied steel reduces to about 27.5% and 15.7% with increase of the average grain size to 65 µm and 349 µm, respectively. Tensile strength also decreases from 428 Mpa to 395 Mpa and 368 Mpa, respectively. While the elongation to fracture and tensile strength parameters manifest a uniform degradation of the mechanical properties of the ferritic stainless steel the effect of GS coarsening on yield stress is more complicated. The yield stress of the steel specimens tested in as-supplied condition is about 300 Mpa and it reduces to about 237 Mpa with increase of the average GS to 65 µm. Following coarsening of the grain structure of the studied steel causes an increase of the yield stress that is in controversy with Hall-Petch relationship [11, 12]. The observed phenomena are discussed later.  Hydrogen detrapping and release from the ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel specimens were studied using TDS apparatus after electrochemical hydrogen charging for 1, 2, 4 and 18.5 h. As shown in Fig. 2 the hydrogen content increases rapidly with time of H-charging from 0 to 4 h and reaches the value of about 100 at.ppm. Continuous hydrogen charging results in almost the same value of the hydrogen concentration measured from the ferritic stainless steel specimens evidencing that the electrochemical hydrogen charging during 4 h or more in the conditions described above is associated with the equilibrium hydrogen distribution through the specimen thickness. Since the specimens with characteristic thickness of about 1 mm reach a hydrogen saturation state after electrochemical hydrogen charging at temperature of 20oC, the effective diffusion coefficient of hydrogen can be estimated [13] to be about 4.3 × 10-11 m2 s-1 . The result correlates well with data reported for the same class of the material [14]. For example, the effective diffusion coefficient of AISI 430 was calculated to be about 8 × 10-11 m2 s-1 for the same temperature conditions [15]. 
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Figure 1. CERT stress-strain curves of as-supplied and annealed specimens of ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel obtained in air with strain rate of 10-4 s-1. 
Solving the corresponding boundary problem for diffusion equation an expression for the hydrogen concentration profile can be obtained [16]: 
𝑪𝑪(𝒎𝒎) =
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𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐  (2) 

where, Co - concentration of hydrogen on the surface, ts and Ts - time and temperature of hydrogen charging, td and Td - time and temperature of hydrogen desorption, respectively, h - thickness of the specimen, D - diffusion coefficient. Hydrogen concentration profile after electrochemical hydrogen charging of 1 mm thick ASTM UNS S43940 stainless steel plate for 4 hours and dwelling at room temperature for 30 minutes required for starting of TDS measurement is shown in Fig. 3. The same equation was solved to estimate the hydrogen concentration profile in the studied steel directly after electrochemical hydrogen charging. The concentration of hydrogen at the final stage of the H-charging procedure was calculated to be about 290 at.ppm that is about three times higher than the measured value.  The electrochemical hydrogen charging affects markedly the mechanical properties of ASTM UNS S43940 stainless steel. Obtained CERT results manifest a significant reduction of elongation to fracture and increase of yield stress in all the specimens. The mechanical properties are summarized in Table 2.   
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Table 2. Hydrogen effect on the CERT parameters of the tensile specimens of ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel. 
GS, µm 

R𝑝𝑝0.2,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝0.2𝐻𝐻,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

 
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

 
ε, %
𝜀𝜀𝐻𝐻 , %

 

17 
300
371

 
428
437

 
29.3
6.9

 

65 
237
311

 
395
406

 
27.5
7.3

 

349 
274
350

 
368
372

 
15.7
2.5

 

The parameter of hydrogen sensitivity is defined as: 
𝛿𝛿𝐻𝐻 = (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐻𝐻)/𝑥𝑥 (3) 

where, 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑥𝑥𝐻𝐻 - CERT parameters obtained after tensile testing of H-free and H-charged tensile specimens of the studied steel. The dependence of the average GS on sensitivity to hydrogen parameters is shown in Fig. 4. The results are divided for Stage I and Stage II according to the average GS growth from 17 µm to 65 µm and from 65 µm to 349 µm, respectively. As a general observation the sensitivity to hydrogen of elongation to fracture and yield stress increase with the growth of the average GS of the studied steel. However, the detailed analysis of the results manifests a minor decrease of the deleterious effect of hydrogen on elongation to fracture at the Stage I and increase at the Stage II of the graph. For yield stress the opposite effect is observed. Only a minor effect of hydrogen on the tensile strength is observed remaining almost the same at Stage I and Stage II. 

  
Figure 2. Relationship between hydrogen charging time and measured hydrogen concentration in the ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel. 

Figure 3. Hydrogen concentration profile after electrochemical hydrogen charging of 1 mm thick ASTM UNS S43940 stainless steel plate for 4 h and dwelling at room temperature for 30 min (blue) compared to calculated hydrogen concentration without dwelling (red). 
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Figure 4. Sensitivity to hydrogen parameter as a function of average GS of the ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel. 

DISCUSSION CERT test of the studied ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel specimens tested in as-supplied condition and after annealing causing an increase of the average GS shows controversial results. The yield stress was found to increase with the average GS from 65 µm to 349 µm that does not follow the Hall-Petch relationship [11, 12]. Such a behavior is caused apparently by precipitation hardening due to presence of second-phase precipitates in the matrix that retard dislocation movement through a crystal [13]. At the same time, the increasing grain size increases the ductile to brittle transition temperature causing the brittle fracture of the steel specimens with average GS of 349 µm [13]. The microscopy of the studied steel does not reveal any change in precipitate density with increase of the annealing temperature from 1050oC to 1200oC. Decomposition of ferrite and formation of chromium-rich nanoscale clusters is also a possible reason of the steel strengthening. Chromium-rich cluster formation occurs by spinodal decomposition of ferrite to iron-rich α- and chromium-rich ά - phases [17, 18]. Also, in characterisation of local GS variation of welded steel the increase of relative grain size dispersion Δd/d in the heat-affected zone was attributed to decomposition of the ferrite and second-phase formation that correlate well with the obtained results [19, 20]. 
The diffusivity of hydrogen in α-iron is relatively high even at room temperature [21]. However, the diffusivity of hydrogen in Fe-alloys decreases with the increase of the concentration of the alloying elements due to the hydrogen trapping at the defects or crystal imperfections caused by both interstitial and substitutional atoms as well as second-phase precipitates [22-24]. Therefore, hydrogen concentration associated with homogeneous hydrogen distribution through the specimen thickness measured at about 100 at. ppm is attributed mainly to trapped hydrogen. Difference between measured hydrogen concentration and the calculated hydrogen concentration at the final stage of the hydrogen charging defines apparently the so-called diffusing hydrogen locating preferably at the 
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tetrahedral positions of the BCC crystal lattice as well as at the other trapping sites with low activation energies [25].  The deleterious effect of hydrogen on mechanical properties of the studied steel increases with increase of the average GS as shown in Fig. 4. The detailed observation reveals, however, a reduction of sensitivity to hydrogen on elongation to fracture in steel specimens with average GS of about 65 µm. Further increase of the sensitivity to hydrogen parameter in steel specimens with GS of about 349 µm is associated probably with a synergistic effect of both hydrogen and decomposition of the ferrite phase.  
CONCLUSIONS Hydrogen uptake and trapping of ASTM UNS S43940 ferritic stainless steel were studied after electrochemical hydrogen charging at controlled potential of -1.2 VHg/Hg2SO4 evidencing the hydrogen concentration of trapped hydrogen is about 100 at.ppm. The concentration of hydrogen after pre-charging for 4 hours was calculated to be about 290 at.ppm that is about three times higher than the measured value. The effective diffusivity of hydrogen in the studied steel is almost one hundred times slower as compared with a pure iron [26]. Hydrogen reduces significantly the elongation to fracture of the studied steel specimens tested in CERT during continuous hydrogen charging, while the yield stress was found to increase in the presence of hydrogen. Sensitivity to hydrogen parameter on elongation to fracture and yield stress increases with increase of the average GS of the steel specimens. But the effect of hydrogen on tensile strength remains almost the same.  
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